Background {#Sec1}
==========

This paper is devoted to the numerical computation of the three dimensional elliptic and hyperbolic PDEs. The general three dimensional problem (without cross derivatives) is given as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} a\dfrac{\partial ^2 u}{\partial x^2} + b\dfrac{\partial ^2 u}{\partial y^2} + c\dfrac{\partial ^2 u}{\partial z^2} + d\dfrac{\partial u}{\partial x} + e\dfrac{\partial u}{\partial y} + f\dfrac{\partial u}{\partial z} = G(x,y,z,u),\quad (x,y,z) \in \Omega \subset \mathbb {R}^3 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$defined in the domian $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega = \{(x,y,z)/(x,y,z) \in (L_1, L_2, L_3) \times (L_4, L_5, L_6)\}$$\end{document}$ with boundary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\partial \Omega$$\end{document}$. Associated with ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) are the initial conditions$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} u(L_1, y, z) = g_1(y, z), \quad u_x(L_1,y,z) = g_2(y, z) \qquad \quad (y,z) \in (L_2, L_3) \times (L_5, L_6) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$or the boundary conditions$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} u(L_1, y, z) = g_1(y, z), \quad u(L_4,y,z) = g_3(y, z) \qquad \quad (y,z) \in (L_2, L_3) \times (L_5, L_6) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and the Dirichlet boundary conditions$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} u(x, L_2, z) = h_1(x, z), &{} \qquad \quad u(x,L_5,z) = h_2(x, z)\\ u(x, y, L_3) = h_3(x, y), &{} \qquad \quad u(x,y,L_6) = h_4(x, y)\\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The unknown function *u*, the variable coefficients *a*, *b*, *c*, *d*, *e*, *f* and the forcing term G are assumed to be continuously differentiable and have the required partial derivatives on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The numerical approximation of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) has received great attention from researchers in the past few decades. This is because most modeled physical and engineering processes results in PDEs of the form ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). The standard convection diffusion equation is obtained if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x, y, z \in \Omega$$\end{document}$ (see Ge and Zhang [@CR8]). Many transport processes including fluid flows and heat transfer can be modeled by a convective diffusive equation which describes the convection and diffusion of various physical quantities such as heat and momentum (see Roache [@CR14]). Several numerical schemes have been developed for ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) which include the compact difference scheme (Ge and Zhang [@CR8]; Spotz [@CR21]; Spotz and Carey [@CR22]; Zhang [@CR24], [@CR25], [@CR26], [@CR27]; Zhang et al. [@CR28]), compact alternating direct implicit scheme (Cui [@CR6]; Liao and Sun [@CR12]), finite difference methods (Jain et al. [@CR10]; Mohanty and Singh [@CR13]), method of lines (Brastos [@CR4]; Dehghan and Shokri [@CR7]) , Jacobi elliptic function method (Bhrawy and Abdelkawy [@CR2]), the use of collocation and radial basis functions (Shakeri and Dehghan [@CR20]), Riccati--Bernoulli sub ODE method (Yang et al. [@CR23]), the use of the expansion methods (He [@CR9]; Roshid and Rahman [@CR19]; Alam et al. [@CR1]; Roshid et al. [@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR17], [@CR18]) among others.

The method of lines approach is commonly used for solving PDEs whereby the PDEs is converted into a system of ODEs by replacing the appropriate derivatives by finite difference approximations. Our objective is to convert the 3D PDEs into a system of ODEs by replacing two of the spatial derivatives by central difference approximations. The resulting system is then solved using the BVM. Specifically, we discretize the *y* and *z* variable with mesh spacings$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Delta y = \dfrac{L_5 - L_2}{M} \qquad y_m = L_2 + m\Delta y, \quad m=0(1)M \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Delta z = \dfrac{L_6 - L_3}{N} \qquad z_n = L_3 + n\Delta z, \quad n=0(1)N \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We then define the vectors$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbf {u} = [u_{1,1}(x), u_{1,2}(x), u_{2,1}(x), \ldots , u_{m-1, n-1}(x)]^T \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbf {G} = [G_{1,1}(x), G_{1,2}(x), G_{2,1}(x), \ldots , G_{m-1, n-1}(x)]^T \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Also, we replace the partial derivatives $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\dfrac{\partial u(x,y,z)}{\partial z}$$\end{document}$ occuring in ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) by central difference approximations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \dfrac{\partial ^2 u(x,y,z)}{\partial y^2} &{}= \dfrac{u(x, y_{m+1}, z_n) - 2u(x,y_m, z_n) + u(x, y_{m-1}, z_n)}{(\Delta y)^2}\\ \dfrac{\partial ^2 u(x,y,z)}{\partial z^2} &{}= \dfrac{u(x, y_{m}, z_{n+1}) - 2u(x,y_m, z_n) + u(x, y_{m}, z_{n-1})}{(\Delta z)^2}\\ \dfrac{\partial u(x,y,z)}{\partial y} &{}= \dfrac{u(x, y_{m+1}, z_n) - u(x, y_{m-1}, z_n)}{2(\Delta y)}\\ \dfrac{\partial u(x,y,z)}{\partial z} &{}= \dfrac{u(x, y_{m}, z_{n+1}) - u(x, y_{m}, z_{n-1})}{2(\Delta z)}\\ \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Problem ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) leads to the semidiscretized system$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \dfrac{d^2u_{m,n}}{dx^2} &{}= \dfrac{1}{a_{m,n}}\left\{ -b_{m,n}\left[ \dfrac{u_{m+1,n}-2u_{m,n} + u_{m-1,n}}{(\Delta y)^2}\right] - c_{m,n}\left[ \dfrac{u_{m,n+1}-2u_{m,n} + u_{m,n-1}}{(\Delta z)^2}\right] \right. \\ &{}\left. \quad + \, d_{m,n} \dfrac{du_{m,n}}{dx} + e_{m,n} \dfrac{u_{m+1,n} - u_{m-1,n}}{(2\Delta y)} + f_{m,n} \dfrac{u_{m,n+1} - u_{m,n-1}}{(2\Delta z)} + G_{m,n}\right\} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$which can be written in the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbf {u''} = \mathbf {f}(x,\mathbf {u, u'}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$subject to the initial conditions$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbf {u}(L_1) = \mathbf {u}_0 \quad \text {and} \quad \mathbf {u'}(L_1) = \mathbf {u'}_0 \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$or the boundary conditions$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbf {u}(L_1) = \mathbf {u}_0 \quad \text {and} \quad \mathbf {u}(L_4) = \mathbf {u}_{m,n} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(k = (M-1)(N-1))$$\end{document}$ arising from the semidiscretized system ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) which is expressed in the form ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and whose solution is sought using the BVMs. We note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {G}$$\end{document}$ is a vector of constants. The BVMs are a class of linear multistep methods (LMM) with step number *k* and whose *k* additional conditions are not only imposed at the beginning of the integration process but also at the end so that they form a discrete analog of the continuous boundary value problems. Thus, they are used for the numerical approximation of both initial and boundary value problems. They have been used for the solution of first order 1D initial and boundary value problems and their convergence and linear stability properties have been fully discussed in Brugnano and Trigiante ([@CR5]). Recently, Biala and Jator ([@CR3]) developed BVMs for the direct solution of systems of the general second order ODEs. One main feature of the BVMs is that they can be used in the same way for solving both initial and boundary value problems. Therefore, such methods are the best candidate for solving the semididscretized PDEs in ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). The BVMs simultaneously generates approximate solutions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(u_{m,n}(x_1), u_{m,n}(x_2), \ldots , u_{m,n}(x_l))^T$$\end{document}$ on the entire interval of integration. This approach has the advantage of producing smaller global errors than those produced by the step-by-step methods due to the presence of accumulated errors at each step in the step-by-step method.

The paper is organized as follows: in \"[Description of the BVM](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}\", we derive a continuous scheme which is used to formulate the BVM as well as investigate the properties of the BVM. The computational complexities associated with the method is addressed in \"[Computational procedures](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}\". Several numerical test examples are given in \"[Numerical examples](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}\" to show the accuracy of the method. We give some concluding remarks in \"[Conclusion](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}\".

Description of the BVM {#Sec2}
======================

We propose a BVM for ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) in which on the partition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Development of the continuous BVM {#Sec3}
---------------------------------

In this section, we discuss the construction of the continuous scheme, via the interpolation and collocation approach (Jator and Li [@CR11]), from which ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) is derived.

### **Theorem 1** {#FPar1}

*Let the continuous representation*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### *Proof* {#FPar2}
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BVM and its block extension {#Sec4}
---------------------------

The coefficients given in ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) are specified by evaluating ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### *Remark 1* {#FPar3}
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Convergence analysis {#Sec5}
--------------------

We discuss the convergence of the BVMs in the following theorem

### **Theorem 2** {#FPar4}
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### *Proof* {#FPar5}

We begin the proof by compactly writing ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) in matrix form with the introduction of the following matrix notations. Let A be a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} B_{11}= h^2 \left[ \begin{array}{cccccc} -\frac{144}{180} &{} -\frac{30}{180} &{} -\frac{16}{180} &{} \frac{3}{180} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ -\frac{204}{480} &{} -\frac{14}{480} &{} -\frac{4}{480} &{} \frac{4}{480} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ \frac{252}{480} &{} \frac{402}{480} &{} \frac{52}{480} &{} -\frac{3}{480} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ -\frac{16}{15} &{} -\frac{26}{15} &{} \frac{16}{15} &{} \frac{257}{15} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ &{} &{} \ddots &{} \ddots &{} &{} \\ 0 &{} \cdots 0&{} \frac{252}{480} &{} \frac{402}{480} &{} \frac{52}{480} &{} -\frac{3}{480}\\ 0 &{} \cdots 0&{} -\frac{16}{15} &{} -\frac{26}{15} &{} \frac{16}{15} &{} \frac{257}{15} \\ \end{array} \right] , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} B_{21}= h^2 \left[ \begin{array}{cccccc} \frac{70}{720} &{} -\frac{144}{720} &{} \frac{42}{720} &{} -\frac{7}{720} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ -\frac{104}{180} &{} \frac{78}{180} &{} -\frac{8}{180} &{} \frac{1}{180} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ \frac{342}{720} &{} \frac{768}{720} &{} \frac{314}{720} &{} -\frac{15}{720} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ \frac{112}{180} &{} -\frac{56}{180} &{} \frac{240}{180} &{} \frac{59}{180} &{} 0 \cdots &{} 0\\ &{} &{} \ddots &{} \ddots &{} &{} \\ 0 &{} \cdots 0&{} \frac{342}{720} &{} \frac{768}{720} &{} \frac{314}{720} &{} -\frac{15}{720}\\ 0 &{} \cdots 0&{} \frac{112}{180} &{} -\frac{56}{180} &{} \frac{240}{180} &{} \frac{59}{180} \\ \end{array} \right] , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also define the vectors$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathbf{U } &{}= (u_{m,n}(x_1), \ldots , u_{m,n}(x_L),hu'_{m,n}(x_1), \ldots , hu'_{m,n}(x_L))^T\\ \mathbf{F } &{}= (f_{1,m,n}, \ldots , f_{L,m,n}, hf'_{1,m,n}, \ldots , hf'_{L,m,n})^T\\ \mathbf{C } &{}= \left( hu'_{0,m,n} + \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} + \frac{53}{180}h^2f_{0,m,n}, - \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} + \frac{19}{480}h^2f_{0,m,n},\right. \\ &\quad \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} - \frac{17}{480}h^2f_{0,m,n}, -u_{0,m,n} - \frac{1}{15}h^2f_{0,m,n},0, \ldots ,0, \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} - \frac{39}{720}h^2f_{0,m,n}, \\ &\quad\left. \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} - \frac{5}{180}h^2f_{0,m,n}, \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} - \frac{31}{720}h^2f_{0,m,n}, \frac{1}{2}u_{0,m,n} - \frac{3}{180}f_{0,m,n}, 0, \ldots , 0\right) ^T\\ L(h) &{}= (e_1, \ldots , e_L, he'_1, \ldots , he'_L)^T \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *L*(*h*) is the local truncation error vector of the formulas in ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}).

The exact form of the system formed by ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Computational procedures {#Sec6}
========================

The method ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) can also be expressed in block form as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Step 3* The system obtained in Step 2 is solved using the feature NSolve in Mathematica 10.0 for linear problems and FindRoot (which incorporates the Newton's method) for nonlinear problems.

*Step 4* The solution of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is approximated by the solution in Step 3 as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical examples {#Sec7}
==================

In this section, some examples are investigated to show the reliability and efficiency of the proposed scheme in this paper.

Test 1 {#Sec8}
------

We consider the Laplace equation with non zero forcing term *G*(*x*, *y*, *z*) and with zero boundary values on the entire $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec13}
==========

In this paper, we have developed a highly accurate 3D problem solver. This has been achieved by the discretization of two of the spatial variables and the construction of a continuous BVM via the interpolation and collocation approach for solving the resulting semidiscretized system. The results given in \"[Numerical examples](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}\" show that the approach is highly efficient and highly accurate.
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